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We convey meaning through verbal and unsanctioned communication. Regardless of the language, we speak with vowel and consonant tones, which form into words. There is a lot of information that we pass on through speech unintentionally. For example, our speech can convey age, gender, regional accents,
education and health. As you can begin to see, speech is an important part of the human experience. Being able to speak and understand others is crucial to our social well-being. Speech disorders and the circumstances affecting our ability to speak can affect us a lot. Problems affecting the ability to speak can be mild
(lisping), an intermediate (bronchitis) or severe (paralysis). Therapy and counselling can fix mild speech problems. Surgery and medication can fix some of the more serious speech problems. Typically, our left brain deals with language. Those with damage to the left brain usually have difficulty with grammar and syntax.
In addition, damage to a specific part of the brain, the Wernicke region, leads to poor knowledge of the language. Everett's speech was an attraction, but his speech isn't sustainable. Why? Everett called the crowd, referring to southern aggression and Confederate conspiracies. Lincoln, on the other hand, looked at the
big picture. He gave a speech about maintaining self-government and not about any battle. As we mentioned, he didn't even say the words Gettysburg, slavery, the Confederacy or the Covenant. Instead of raising divisive issues or narrowly defining his speech by battle, he spoke very broadly. Instead of angrily opposing
the Confederacy, as Everett had done, Lincoln emphasized the country's healing and working toward the ideals set out in the Declaration of Independence. When it came to the ad's speaking style, Lincoln also deviated from Everett. He does use a lot of floral and old-fashioned phrases, but he was much simpler and
simpler. This more direct form of speech had only recently begun to take hold. Although the use of romantic language was still common, Lincoln was one of those who recognized the need for a more concise language. People used the telegraph to communicate during the war, and the broadcasts had to get to the point
quickly if they were to be bug-turned over the wires. Lincoln's world adapted to faster forms of communication, and speeches such as the Gettysburg speech reflected changing times Gettysburg's speech is seen as a crucial moment in the way Americans viewed themselves and their government. The phrase Lincoln
uses at the end of the speech - the government of the people, the people and the people - was a new interpretation of the U.S. government and society. Before that, people had talked about ending slavery, but few spoke of equality. While Lincoln wasn't necessarily in favour of full equality for African-Americans, the idea
that we as human beings are equal, which is generally accepted. The American political idea was a rather radical proposition. With the speech, Lincoln actually steered America's political idea toward his interpretation of the Declaration of Independence rather than the Constitution. Author Garry Wills describes the
change as an amendment in which the Constitution is simply a means to goals, and the rest is the ideals of the Declaration of Independence [source: Wills]. The unique ideal of creating all people equal has driven a lot of American political ambitions since then. Instead of using convoluted political rhetoric more closely
related to romantic language, Lincoln goes to a speech in Gettysburg. Philip Abbott, a political scientist, summed up the importance of Lincoln's speech: in Gettysburg, he said his notion was so simple and eloquent that the speech is considered a masterpiece of political debate [source: Abbott]. Many of the hundreds of
phone calls have similar or overlapping meanings. Here we offer simple definitions and examples of 30 general chapters that distinguish some basic differences between related terms. For more information and more detailed conversations about each figurative device, click on the term to visit our dictionary. What's the
difference between metaphor and metaphor? Both metaphors and metaphors indicate comparisons between two that are clearly not the same. In the simulation, the comparison is explicitly stated using a word like: My love is like a red, red rose/That has just appeared in June. In the metaphor, these two things are linked
or assimilated without using like or like: Love is a rose, but you better not choose it. What's the difference between metaphor and metonymy? Simply put, metaphors make comparisons, while metonyms make associations or exchanges. For example, the place name Hollywood has become a metonym for the American
film industry (and all the brilliance and greed that comes with it). What's the difference between metaphor and personalization? Personalization is a certain kind of metaphor that gives human qualities to some non-human, as in this douglas adams observation: He turned again to erase, but they still refused the feeling that
the exercise was worthwhile, and scratched and winked in protest. What's the difference between personalization and throwing line? The rhetorical apostrophe not only animates something absent or non-living (such as personing), but also addresses it directly. For example, in Johnny Mercer's song Moon River, the River
is apostrofied: Wherever you go, I'll go your way. What's the difference between hyperbole and understatement? Both are eye-to-eye devices: hyperbole exaggerates the truth about emphasis, while understatement says less and means more. Uncle Wheezer is older than dirt is an example of hyperbole. It's probably an
understatement to say he's a little tall in the tooth. Who cares? understatement and flattening? Litotes is a kind of understatement in which the positive is expressed by overturning its opposite. We could flatten say that Uncle Wheezer is not a spring chicken and not as young as he used to be. What's the difference
between allitation and assonans? Both create sound effects: allitation through the first consonant sound play (such as peck of pickled peppers) and assonance by repeating similar vowel sounds with neighboring tones (It wins . . . when it swipes . . . when it cleans!). What's the difference between onomatopoeia and
homoioteleuton? Don't let the fine terms get too fancy. They refer to very familiar sound effects. Onomatopoeia (pronounced ON-a-MAT-a-PEE-a) refers to words (such as bow-wow and elevator) that mimic the sounds associated with the objects or functions they refer to. Homoioteleuton (pronounced ho-moi-o-te-LOO-
ton) refers to similar sounds at the end of words, phrases or sentences (Faster Dial Upper). What's the difference between anaphyne and epistrophy? Both involve repeating words or phrases. With Anaphora, repetition is at the beginning of successive phrases (such as the famous refrain in the final part of Dr. King's I
Have a Dream speech). With Epistrophy (also known as epiphora), repetition is at the end of successive expressions (When I was a child, I spoke as a child, understood as a child, thought as a child). What's the difference between antithesis and chiasmus? Both are rhetorical balancing. In contrast, opposing thoughts are
equated with balanced phrases or phrases (Love is the ideal thing, marriage is the real thing). Chiasmus (also known as antimetabole) is a kind of antithesis in which the second half of the expression is balanced on the first part with inverted parts (the first is the last and the last is the first). What's the difference between
asyndeton and polysyndeton? These terms refer to opposite ways to link items in a series. The unsynetic style omittes all conjunctions and separates objects with commas (They were thrown, splashed, floated, splashed, swimming, snuffing). A polysynthetic style places a conjunction after each item in the list. What's the
difference between paradox and oxymoron? There are obvious contradictions in both. The paradoxical statement seems to contradict itself (If you want to keep your secret, wrap it in bluntness). Oxymoron is a concentrated paradox in which conflicting or conflicting terms appear side by side (a true pretender). What's the
difference between euphemism and dysphemism? The euphemism includes a harmless expression (such as deceased) substitution with an expression that can be considered offensively clear (deceased). By contrast, dysphemism replaces a harsher sentence (took a dirt nap) comparatively harmless. Although
dysphemisms are often intended to shock or offend, they can also serve as a group as a sign of camaraderie. What is. the difference between deacope and epizeuxis? Both involve repeating a word or phrase for emphasis. With deacopian, playback usually breaks with one or more middle-hand words: You are not
completely clean until you are zestly clean. There are no interruptions in the epizeux case: I'm shocked, shocked to find that gambling is taking place here! What's the difference between verbal irony and sarcasm? Both words convey the opposite of their literal meaning. Linguist John Haiman has made this key
distinction between the two devices: [P]eople can be unintentionally ironic, but sarcasm requires intent. It is essential for sarcasm that the speaker deliberately uses it as a form of verbal aggression (Talk Is Cheap, 1998). What's the difference between tricolon and tetracolon climax? Both refer to a series of multiple
words, phrases, or phrases in a parallel format. Three-point is a three-member series: Eye it, try it, buy it! The climax of Tetracolon is a series of four: He and we were a bunch of men walking together, to see, to hear, feeling, understanding the same world. What's the difference between rhetorical question and epiplexy?
The rhetorical question has only been asked without an answer: Marriage is a great institution, but who would want to live in an institution? Epiplexis is a kind of rhetorical question designed to reproach or reproach: Don't you have shame? Shame?
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